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Presbyterians continue to stand in the GAP
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Our Syrian neighbors are enduring one of the largest humanitarian crises of
our day. More than 7.5 million people are displaced inside Syria; more than
4.1 million have fled to seek refuge in neighboring countries. Entire communities are destroyed; people need food, medical care, shelter and more. The news
media is now filled with images of refugees seeking safety in Europe.
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PDA continues to support our Presbyterian mission partner, the National Evangelical Synod of Syria and Lebanon, and is working as a member of ACT (Action
by Churches Together) Alliance to help assist displaced families with emergency
aid, health and nutrition, shelter, education, water, sanitation and hygiene, economic recovery, and psychosocial support.
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Stand in the GAP for Syrian people seeking refuge as you Give, Act, and Pray.
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Give. Designate your gift for DR000081–Middle East.
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Act. Use videos and other resources for education and advocacy about the
needs of the people of Syria. Visit www.pcusa.org/pda.
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Pray. Join in prayer for the people of Syria, those who are offering refuge,
and others who are working to offer assistance.
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Yes, I want to help!
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Give through your church; or mail with this reply form to
Presbyterian Church (USA), P.O. Box 643700,
Pittsburgh, PA 15264-3700.
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